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Abstract: For the future fusion reactor, tungsten is the main candidate material as the plasma-facing
material. However, considering the high thermal stress during operation, the intrinsic brittleness
of tungsten is one of the issues. To overcome the brittleness, tungsten fiber reinforces tungsten
composites (Wf/W) developed using extrinsic toughening mechanisms. The powder metallurgy
process and chemical vapor deposition process are the two production routes for preparing Wf/W.
For the powder metallurgy route, due to technical limitations, previous studies focused on short
random distributed fiber-reinforced composites. However, for short random fiber composites, the
strength and reinforcement effect are considerably limited compared to aligned continuous fiber
composites. In this work, aligned long tungsten fiber reinforced tungsten composites have been first
time realized based on powder metallurgy processes, by alternately placing tungsten weaves and
tungsten powder layers. The produced Wf/W shows significantly improved mechanical properties
compared to pure W and conventional short fiber Wf/W.

Keywords: tungsten fiber reinforced tungsten; field asisted sintering technology; pseudo-ductility;
aligned long fiber composites

1. Introduction

As a prominent new energy source, fusion energy offers various advantages, such as a
promise of minimal environmental impact and its inherent safety [1]. In addition to plasma
physics-related issues, one of the unresolved topics involves material issues related to the
first wall and the diverted armor materials, considering the extreme operating condition [2,3].
Tungsten (W) has become the most promising material for this application due to a series
of excellent properties such as a high melting point, high thermal conductivity, and a high
sputtering threshold [4,5]. However, under fusion conditions with high temperatures and
cycled high heat flux, the low fracture toughness of W will lead to the initiation and rapid
expansion of cracks in W-based components. Additionally, neutron irradiation will further
embrittle the material [6]. Eventually, it can directly affect the safe and efficient operation of
fusion devices [7,8]. In order to increase the damage resilience of tungsten material [9], tungsten
fiber toughened tungsten composites (Wf/W) are being extensively developed [10–15]. Wf/W
does not introduce other metal materials, and its properties are not completely dependent on the
intrinsic mechanical properties of the fibers, but also on the toughening mechanism generated
by the interaction between the W fibers and the W matrix. Extrinsic toughening mechanisms
such as fiber pullout, fiber deformation, crack deflection, and interfacial debonding can consume
additional energy during crack propagation. Based on this energy consumption mechanism,
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crack propagation can be limited, so that Wf/W composite exhibits “pseudo ductility”, and the
fracture toughness is greatly improved [16].

W materials are primarily produced by powder metallurgical processes. Field assisted
sintering technology (FAST), as a mature powder metallurgy process, is a pressure-assisted
sintering synthesis technology using low-voltage pulsed direct current [17,18]. In previous
studies [10,19,20], various types of Wf/W have been prepared based on FAST process.
Nevertheless, since the introduction of aligned long fibers into a sintering mold is techni-
cally challenging, previous studies have mostly used randomly distributed short fibers as
reinforcement phases for Wf/W [21]. Compared with the FAST sintered pure W samples,
the short fiber Wf/W can already achieve a considerable toughening effect. However,
the randomly distributed short fibers have restricted reinforcement efficiency, therefore
showing a limited toughening effect compared to aligned long fiber composites prepared
by chemical vapor deposition processes [22].

In this work, aligned long fiber Wf/W (L-Wf/W) with dedicated weak interface have
been first time prepared by powder metallurgy process. W fiber weaves were used as
the toughening phase to prepare L-Wf/W material by the FAST process. The mechanical
properties of the prepared samples were tested. The produced L-Wf/W shows significantly
improved mechanical properties compared to pure W and conventional short fiber Wf/W.

2. Experiment
2.1. Manufacturing

The production process of L-Wf/W is indicated in Figure 1. The raw materials for the
production are W weaves and W powders. The W weaves were woven by the Institute of
Textile Technology (ITA), RWTH Aachen University. The warp wires of the weaves have
a diameter of 150 µm and a weft wire of 50 µm. The W wires are prepared by a drawn
process with an elongated grain structure. Relying on the elongated grain structure, the
fibers can give advanced mechanical properties with a tensile strength of ~3000 MPa and a
ductile deformation of over 3% [23]. It should be emphasized that the main toughening
fibers of the W weaves are unidirectional distributed wrap fibers (with a fiber distance
of 200 µm). The weft fibers with a large fiber distance (2 mm) are mainly used to fix the
warp fibers. After weaving, the W weaves were cut into circles with a diameter of 39 mm
by laser cutting. To establish a fiber/matrix interface, W weaves need to be coated, for
which the main candidate interface material is yttrium oxide (yttria) due to its good thermal
and chemical stabilities and low activation behavior caused by neutron irradiation. A
magnetron sputtering process was used to prepare the coating similar to the procedure
reported in [24]. Afterward, the coated W weaves and W powders are alternately placed
(20 layers of W weaves and 21 layers of W powders) in the graphite mold (40 mm in
diameter) for the FAST process. During the mold packing, ~4 g of W powders were spread
between each W weave layer to cover the W weave surface during packing. During the
operation, we tried to keep the consistence of spreading W powders for each layer, but
sometimes the weaves are not perfectly flat. Additionally, there are operational inaccuracies,
as it is manual work. This leads to the inhomogeneity of W weaves in the composites
after consolidation, as can be seen in Figure 2. However, this work is only a preliminary
approach showing the proof of principle and the production will be optimized later. The
consolidation process was performed in a vacuum (<0.1 mbar) at 1850 ◦C with a pressure of
50 MPa, a holding time of 5 min, and a heating speed of 100 ◦C/min. A disc shape sample
with unidirectional continuous fibers was produced as a result. The relative density of the
samples after FAST consolidation is around 91%.
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Figure 2. SEM image showing the microstructure of continuous Wf/W.

2.2. Mechanical Characterization

After sintering, to study the fracture behavior, an in-situ 3-point bending test was
performed. The 3-point bending samples were manufactured based on the EU standards
DIN EN ISO 148-1 and 14556: 2006–2010 [25]. According to this standard, the small-size
specimens have the following dimensions (KLST geometry): 27 mm × 3 mm × 4 mm
(length × width × thickness), 25 mm span, 1 mm V-notch depth, 0.1 mm notch root
radius [26]. The samples were cut by Electrical discharge machining (EDM) without further
surface and notch treatment.

The bending tests were performed using a universal testing device (TIRAtest 2820,
Nr. R050/01, TIRA GmbH, Schalkau, Germany). During the bending test (1 µm/s testing
speed), an optical camera system (DU657M Toshiba, Tokyo, Japan) was used to track the
cracking behavior and the absolute sample displacement. The sample displacement in this
test is defined as the vertical movement of the sample relative to the reference stage. At the
same time, the corresponding force is also recorded. This way a quantitatively measured
force-displacement curve can be then determined. Two samples have been tested in total.

Apart from the force-displacement curve, fracture toughness (Kq) can also be calcu-
lated based on an ASTM E399 standard [27]. The calculation combines the stable crack
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growth length and the corresponding load during the test. More detail regarding the
calculation of the fracture toughness can be referred to [20,28].

The 4-point bending tests were performed to measure flexural strength. The 4-point
bending test sample dimension is 20 × 2 × 2.25 mm3 (length × width × thickness). The tests
are applied by using an Instron 3342 universal testing machine (Instron GmbH, Norwood,
MA, USA). During the tests, the sample was set on two support pins with a distance of
18 mm. A pressing load from two load pins with a distance of 9 mm was applied in the
middle of the sample. The testing speed was 5 µm/s. Three samples have been tested.

3. Results and Discussion

After the sintering process, the microstructure of the Wf/W was analyzed by a Zeiss
LEO 982 scanning electron microscope (SEM, Jena, Germany). The typical microstructure is
shown in Figure 2. As can be seen from the figure, the fibers are unidirectionally oriented.
The fiber volume fraction is around 22%. The yttrium oxide interface is still visible after
sintering. However, the layer also becomes partially damaged due to the high temperature
and pressure during the sintering process similar to the results in [12].

The typical force-displacement curves of the 3-point bending tests on L-Wf/W are
shown in Figure 3, compared to pure W and conventional short fiber Wf/W (data for pure
W and conventional short fiber Wf/W is based on [14]). It can be seen that a pseudo ductile
behavior can be established by L-Wf/W samples: after a linear-elastic deformation, the
slope of the curve changes gradually to negative values after several small load drops; after
reaching the maximum force, the samples tend to have a continuous load-decreasing. Even
after large deformation (vertical bending displacement >0.3 mm), the sample remains as
a whole with a strength above 150 N. Compared to pure W and conventional short fiber
Wf/W, L-Wf/W represents a greatly improved pseudo ductility.
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The SEM analysis on the fracture surfaces 3-point bending test is shown in Figure 4.
The uneven topology of the surface is an indication of crack deflection. Additionally,
fiber/matrix interface debonding and fiber pull-out effects can also be observed. Most of
the fibers give a necking effect together with a ductile fracture surface [23]. This shows that
the high ductility of the fibers is efficiently utilized.

Based on the measured force-displacement curves and the observed stable cracking
length, fracture energy density and fracture toughness can be calculated, as shown in
Table 1, together with the typical values for pure W and short fiber Wf/W based on [14].
Additionally, the flexural strength measured by 4-point bending tests is shown here, as
well as typical values for pure W and short fiber Wf/W based on [12]. Based on the results
in Figure 3 and Table 1, the damage resilience, as well as the strength of the L-Wf/W, is
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significantly improved compared to conventional short fiber Wf/W, although the fiber
volume fraction is lower (for short fiber Wf/W here, the volume fraction is 30%).
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Table 1. Fracture energy density, fracture toughness, and flexural strength of long fiber Wf/W,
compared to conventional short fibre Wf/W, and pure W [12,14].

Samples Fracture Energy Density
(kJ/m2)

Fracture Toughness, Kq
(MPa m0.5) Flexural Strength (Mpa)

Pure Tungsten 0.1 ± 0.0 5.5 ± 0.0 381 ± 46

Short fiber Wf/W 1.9 ± 0.7 25.5 ± 7.8 221 ± 17

Long fiber Wf/W
13.2 10.2 82.5 52.6 412 473 600

11.6 ± 1.5 67.6 ± 15.0 495 ± 78

The improved mechanical properties can be attributed to the following reasons. First
of all, due to the random distribution of short fibers, under a given load, there will be a
large number of fibers in the Wf/W that are approximately perpendicular to the stress
direction. The weak interface between the fiber and matrix will directly bear a large
tensile stress, resulting in internal cracking of the material and reducing the strength of the
material [29,30]. In addition, the ends of the short fibers will also bear large shear stress,
leading to the direct cracking of the interface [31]. The authors’ previous research [12] also
confirmed that the strength of the randomly distributed short fiber Wf/W material is lower
than that of the pure W bulk material prepared by the same powder metallurgy process.

Secondly, the short fibers have the problem of low fiber toughening efficiency. Theoret-
ical studies [32,33] show that the fiber toughening efficiency will increase with the increase
of fiber length, and the relationship between fiber toughening efficiency and fiber length
can be summarized as [22]:

ηl = 1 − [tanh
(

β1
l
2

)
]/
(

β1
l
2

)
where ηl is the reinforcement efficiency, β1 is the fiber mechanical property term, and l is
the fiber aspect ratio.

4. Summary

In this study, aligned long fiber Wf/W with dedicated yttria interface have been for the
first time prepared by powder metallurgy process, with significantly improved mechanical
properties. Namely, for L-Wf/W, the measured fracture energy density, fracture toughness,
and flexural strength are much higher than the conventional short fiber Wf/W and pure W.
This is attributed to the much higher reinforcement efficiency of the aligned continuous fiber
structure. In the next step, the newly developed L-Wf/W will be further characterized with
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fusion-related tests, e.g., plasma erosion, and thermal shock to demonstrate its advanced
properties. In addition, efforts will also be put into large-scale production.
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